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Java Concepts: Compatible with Java 5, 6 and 7John Wiley & Sons, 2009


	This book is an introductory text in computer science, focusing on the principles of

	programming and software engineering. Here are its key features:





	• Teach objects gradually.





	In Chapter 2, students learn how to use objects and classes from the standard

	library. Chapter 3 shows the mechanics of...
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Home Network Security SimplifiedCisco Press, 2006
Phishing. Malware. Spyware. Trojan horses. Firewalls. Parental controls. If you have a home computer connected to the Internet, you need to understand these security terms. If that connection is high-speed (always on) or you run a wireless network, your needyour vulnerabilityis that much greater. Now, with Home Network Security...
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Debugging Linux SystemsPrentice Hall, 2009

	Debugging Linux Systems discusses the main tools available today to debug 2.6 Linux Kernels. We start by exploring the seemingly esoteric operations of the Kernel Debugger (KDB), Kernel GNU DeBugger (KGDB), the plain GNU DeBugger (GDB), and JTAG debuggers. We then investigate Kernel Probes, a feature that lets you intrude into a kernel...
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From Techie to Boss: Transitioning to LeadershipApress, 2013

	From Techie to Boss teaches technical people who are making or mulling the transition from team player to team leader all the management techniques and soft leadership skills they never needed before--but need now, pronto. 

	

	Veteran team lead and project manager Scott Cromar lays...
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C# 24-Hour TrainerWrox Press, 2015

	Quickly learn to program in C# programming with this unique book and video package


	C# 24-Hour Trainer, 2nd Edition is your quick and easy guide to programming in C#, even if you have no programming experience at all. Updated to align with the latest C# standard, this book is your comprehensive...
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PostgreSQLSams Publishing, 2003
The definitive guide to working with the powerful PostgreSQL  open source database system. 

PostgreSQL leads the reader  through the internals of the powerful PostgreSQL open source database.  Throughout the book, readers will find explanations of data structures and...
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MCITP Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-442): Designing and Optimizing Data Access by Using Microsoft  SQL Server(TM) 2005Microsoft Press, 2007
Announcing an all-new Self-Paced Training Kit designed to help  maximize your performance on 70-442, one of the required exams for the  Microsoft Certified IT Professional (MCITP) Database Developer  certification. This 2-in-1 kit includes the official Microsoft study guide,  plus practice tests on CD to help you assess your skills. It comes packed...
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Ubuntu for Non-Geeks: A Pain-Free, Get-Things-Done GuideNo Starch Press, 2010

	
		The Ubuntu Linux distribution makes Linux easy, and Ubuntu for Non-Geeks makes it even easier. Full of tips, tricks, and helpful pointers, this pain-free guide is perfect for those interested in—but nervous about—switching to the Linux operating system.

	
		This revised and expanded fourth edition is...
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Programming Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2008
Announcing a fully revised second edition of this popular SELF-PACED TRAINING KIT designed to help maximize your performance on 70-536, a core exam for the MCTS and MCPD certifications. This 2-in-1 kit includes the official Microsoft study guide, plus practice tests on CD to help you assess your skills. It comes packed with the tools and features...
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Simulating Ecol Evolution Systems CCambridge University Press, 2000

	Computer simulations are a powerful tool for understanding ecological and evolutionary systems. Simulating Ecological and Evolutionary Systems in C models a diverse range of biological processes and systems, including competition, foraging, predation, mating systems, and life-history optimization, by simulating large collections of interacting...
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Microsoft  Windows  XP Inside Out (2nd Edition)Microsoft Press, 2004
Ed Bott and Carl Siechert have combined their considerable talents for producing user-level documentation in creating Microsoft Windows XP Inside Out. One of the most carefully researched books on Windows XP to date, this large volume has all the information and procedures most everyday users of the operating system will want. With its...
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Pro JavaFX 2: A Definitive Guide to Rich Clients with Java TechnologyApress, 2012

	In Pro JavaFX 2: A Definitive Guide to Rich Clients with Java Technology, Jim Weaver, Weiqi Gao, Stephen Chin, Dean Iverson, and Johan Vos show you how you can use the JavaFX platform to create rich-client Java applications. You'll see how JavaFX provides a powerful Java-based UI platform capable...
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